Traditional, with a unique difference
Bespoke by Burlington is a unique collection of hand-decorated and coloured
ceramics. Offering a new level of customisation in bathroom design, the
exciting collection draws inspiration from nature and famous eras of design.
Made to order by skilled craft workers in Staffordshire, England, using the
finest materials, the collection is presented on a selection of Burlington’s
best-selling Edwardian basins and WCs. Bespoke by Burlington brings a
new choice to traditional bathrooms, moving further away from the wellworn minimalist look. The collection places the brand at the forefront of
modern-day bathroom design, whilst remaining true to its historic traditional
influences and style.
Burlington’s enduring commitment to quality and authentic traditional style,
with a contemporary approach to colour and décor, is showcased in the
Bespoke collection. From the intricate hand-illustrated patterns of the Floral
decorated designs, to the bold and captivating shades of the Confetti Pink,
Alaska Blue and Moon Grey ceramics, the new collection exudes confidence
and distinction.
Uniqueness defined, Burlington Bespoke brings you traditional, as you’ve
never seen it before.

Oriental Blossom Edwardian 56cm 1TH
Basin and Chrome Washstand.

Meet The Designer

Created in collaboration with Julie Ingham
A leading British designer, Sussex-based Julie Ingham specialises in the creation
of distinctive prints for homewares and fashion. One half of creative design
duo Jules and Ginny, Julie Ingham’s hand-illustrations have appeared in books,
giftware, tableware and fabrics.
A celebration of the decorated and coloured ceramics of bygone eras, Bespoke
by Burlington takes Julie’s pattern and illustration work to the bathroom.
Drawing inspiration from classic colour palettes and botanical design the
collection offers an elegant and personalised take on classic bathroom décor.
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The Colours Collection
Distinctive and undeniably striking, the new colours within the
Burlington Bespoke collection provide the ultimate opportunity
for originality within the bathroom. Inspired by the bolder colours
synonymous with the early to mid 1900’s, Confetti Pink, Alaska
Blue and Moon Grey introduce a playful and contemporary twist to
traditional ceramics.
Presented across select pieces in Burlington’s comprehensive
collection of WCs and Edwardian basins, the pieces promise to make
an impressive statement within any modern-day traditional
bathroom interior.
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Edwardian 61cm 1TH Basin with Standard Pedestal
& Standard Medium Level WC with 520 Lever
Cistern in Moon Grey, shown with Walnut WC seat.

Shown here and right: Edwardian 61cm 1TH Basin with
Standard Pedestal & Standard Medium Level WC with 520
Lever Cistern in Moon Grey, shown with Walnut WC seat.

The Colours Collection

Moon Grey
Subtle yet distinctive, the Moon Grey
ceramics introduce a subtle approach to
incorporating colour into the bathroom.
A soothing and elegant shade, the
sophisticated tones of the soft grey perfectly
complement the characteristic shapes of
Burlington’s Edwardian ceramics, resulting
in bathrooms that are as timeless as they
are stylish. Whether teamed with period
panelling and statement wallpaper or with
warm rustic terracotta tones, the classic
appeal of Moon Grey is guaranteed to create
a bathroom with effortless, traditional charm.

Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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The Colours Collection

Edwardian 61cm 1TH Basin with
Standard Pedestal in Moon Grey.
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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Edwardian 51cm 2TH Cloakroom Basin with Chrome
Washstand & Standard Close-Coupled WC with
520 Lever Cistern in Alaska Blue, shown with Gloss
Black WC seat.

The Colours Collection

Alaska Blue
Inspired by the coloured suites of the late
1900s, the cool and contemporary Alaska
Blue ceramics demonstrate how to bring
colour into the 21st century traditional
bathroom. Sophisticated yet bold and
beautifully daring, Alaska Blue offers a
twist on a classic vintage bathroom style.
A refreshing yet refined shade, the crisp
and confident tones of the ceramics
will pair effortlessly with modern,
pastel inspired colour palettes or a bold
wallpaper scheme.

Edwardian 51cm 2TH
Cloakroom Basin in Alaska Blue.

Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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The Colours Collection

Edwardian 61cm 2TH Basin with
Standard Pedestal in Alaska Blue.
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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Edwardian 61cm 2TH Basin with
Standard Pedestal in Confetti Pink.

The Colours Collection

Confetti Pink
Paying homage to the mid-century
era, the confident blushing shade of
Confetti Pink strikes the perfect balance
between authentic traditional style and
characterful contemporary design. With
a bold nod to a retro aesthetic, three
of Burlington’s Edwardian basins and a
selection of WCs are available in this rosetinted hue resulting in a distinctly unique
and modern take on the classic bathroom.
Whether paired with a corresponding
blush palette and contrasting black
accents, or teamed with a neutral
backdrop, the Confetti Pink ceramics
promise to add a striking look to your
colour scheme.

The Colours Collection

Edwardian 56cm 2TH Basin with
Standard Pedestal & High Level WC
with Single Flush Ceramic Cistern in
Confetti Pink.

For photography purposes only, the adjoining
rubber seal on the pan connector has been
painted pink, the ceramic part of the trap will be
supplied in pink and the adjoining seal is white.
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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Oriental Blossom Edwardian 56cm
1TH Basin and Chrome Washstand.

The Decorated Collection

Floral
Presented across four diverse hand-illustrated designs, the Floral
range of decorated pieces within the Burlington Bespoke collection
expresses various ways of incorporating nature into the traditional
bathroom. Showcasing the versatility of each of the unique floral
patterns, the collection ranges from bold and vibrant palms to
delicate blossoms and greenery, and is available across a selection of
Burlington’s Edwardian basins, pedestals and various WC styles.
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The Floral Collection

Oriental Blossom
A hand painted watercolour floral piece, the Oriental Blossom pattern wanders across Burlington’s traditional
ceramics in a natural, graceful way. Featuring soft and translucent colours with hints of real gold, the elegant
bespoke design offers a true feeling of uniqueness, as the pattern is applied by hand to each individual piece.
With a delicate nod to the design featuring on the base of the pedestal and foot of the WC, Oriental Blossom
is guaranteed to add a subtle floral sophistication to any bathroom suite.
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The Floral Collection

Country Meadow
Edwardian 56cm 1TH Basin
and Chrome Washstand.

Country Meadow
Soft blues, greens and neutral greys
combine harmoniously in the Country
Meadow design. Instilling a freshness with
a botanical style, the details and intricacies
of the design complement the classic
shapes of the Edwardian basin design with
a nod to the subtle design on the base of
the WC, bringing a gentle hint of nature
inspired beauty into the bathroom.
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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The Floral Collection

Spring Forest
Derived from a desire to capture people’s love of greenery
in the bathroom, Spring Forest strikes the perfect balance
between delicate floral design and a contemporary colour
palette. Inspired by the deco tiles found in 1930s bathrooms,
the graceful pattern of green and grey foliage has been
purposefully hand drawn to look as though it has fallen
randomly over the ceramic piece, in a very natural setting.
The result is a unique design that will enhance traditional
bathroom suites of all types.

Spring Forest Edwardian
61cm 2TH Basin with Standard
Spring Forest Pedestal.
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Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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The Floral Collection

Botanical Pink
A true statement piece, the Botanical Pink pattern promises to bring
a new lease of life to the modern-day traditional bathroom. A fun
and playful twist on floral design, the vivid hand-illustrated fuchsia
palms contrast beautifully against Burlington’s crisp white ceramics.
Whether used as a colourful focal point in a neutral setting or paired
with equally vibrant shades and gold finishes, the Botanical Pink
pattern brings a new and unique meaning to floral design.

Botanical Pink Edwardian
56cm 3TH Basin with Standard
Botanical Pink Pedestal.
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Bespoke Lettering
Modern Font Edwardian
58cm 1TH Basin

Bespoke Lettering
Offering new levels of customisation, Burlington’s Bespoke Lettering
provides the ultimate opportunity for personalised bathroom design.
You can choose from three typefaces: Modern, Traditional or Script.
From contemporary barbershops and rustic B&B’s, to
residential ensuites, the Bespoke Lettering caters to all styles and
settings, and introduces the opportunity for truly
bespoke design.
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Bespoke Lettering
Ideal for commercial, hospitality
and residential design projects
or your home, Bespoke Lettering
offers the ultimate opportunity for
personalisation. You may choose
between three lettering styles and a
choice of two locations, either across
the front edge or for a subtler option,
under the overflow across selected
Edwardian basins.

Available in three distinctive fonts:

Traditional
Modern

Bespoke Lettering Traditional
Font Edwardian 56cm 3TH
Basin and Chrome Washstand.

Script
Visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke to see the full product range available for each collection.
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Online
You can view the full Bespoke by Burlington collection on our website alongside
exclusive Bespoke videos, styling tips for your bathroom and technical details
about the product. If you would prefer to view in person, you can use the
website’s showroom locator to find your nearest Bespoke display.

By Phone
Our phone lines are open
Monday – Friday, 8:30 – 5:30pm (excluding bank holidays)
to answer any questions you may have and to assist with any technical
or customer service queries.
+44 (0) 01322 473222

In Store
There is a local Burlington specialist near you.
To find your nearest retailer, search our website under
burlingtonbathrooms.com/find-a-retailer

Guarantees
All Bespoke by Burlington products are made using the highest quality materials
and are produced to meet or exceed European and U.K. Standards. With correct
installation and use the products will give many years of trouble-free service.
All ceramic covered by Burlington’s Lifetime guarantee*.
For more information on guarantees visit
burlingtonbathrooms.com/guarantee

Inspiration
Follow us on

burlingtonbathrooms.com/bespoke
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*
The lifetime guarantee is subject to online registration and represents the perceived lifetime of the product which is 25 years.
For full details on guarantees please visit burlingtonbathrooms.com/guarantee.

Part of the
Bathroom Brands Group
burlingtonbathrooms.com

Lake View House
Rennie Drive, Dartford
Kent, DA1 5FU
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